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WEEK TWO

Rainbow Sponge Paint Puzzle
The goal of this Art to Go project provided by the Catalina Island Museum is to have your 

child inspire joy and positivity in Avalon while learning a basic color lesson. We ask that you 
post the finished project on social media. Please tag the museum @CatalinaMuseum and 

use #arttogocatalina and #avalonstrong.

Art Kit Includes:
White puzzle board, paint (red, yellow, blue), pencil, paper towel, 2 sponge triangles, 

and white paper surface cover. 



Vocabulary:
Primary Colors – Red, yellow, and blue 

The primary colors cannot be created by mixing other colors.

Secondary Colors – Orange, green, and purple
The secondary colors are made by mixing primary colors

Red + Yellow = Orange    Yellow + Blue = Green    Red + Blue = Purple

1. Place your puzzle board in middle of white paper surface cover 
2. Draw a rainbow with 7 lines
3. Open all 3 paint containers and place lids next to each one
4. Dip one corner of a sponge into the red paint and dab onto the 1st (top) line  
 of rainbow
5. Then dab additional red paint onto the lid next to it
6. With a different corner of the sponge, dip into yellow paint and dab yellow   
 paint on the 3rd rainbow line 
7. Then dab more yellow paint on the same lid with the red paint and mix them  
 together; You will see orange is made when red and yellow mix.
8. Dab orange paint on the 2nd line of the rainbow, between the red and   
 yellow lines
9. With the corner of the sponge used for the yellow paint, dip into more yellow  
 paint and dab it on to a clean lid
10. With a separate sponge, dip one corner into the blue paint and add a little   
 blue paint to mix with yellow on the lid. You will see mixing blue and yellow   
 make green.
11. Dab the green paint from your sponge onto the fourth rainbow line
12. With the blue paint corner of the sponge, dip into more blue paint and dab it  
 onto the next line of the rainbow under the green; then add some blue onto  
 the unused paint lid
13. With red corner of the first sponge, dip it into more red paint to dab it on the   
 lid with the blue paint; mixing red and blue will make the color purple.
14. Dab the purple paint onto the bottom line of the rainbow, under the blue line
15. Your rainbow is complete! Let your puzzle dry overnight before dismantling
16. Gently bend to separate the puzzle pieces and jumble them up
17. Put you puzzle back together or have your family try to put it together!

Instructions:

Visit CatalinaMuseum.org/education for a demo video
If you have any questions, please contact Annie Benedict via email at 

membership@catalinamuseum.org or by phone at 310-510-4650.
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